Omnitracs Roadnet Anywhere
Routing + Dispatching

Beverage Distribution
Industry Solutions

Grow your business while remaining customer-centric and profitable
with Omnitracs’ powerful routing and dispatching technology.

Ensuring Customers are Properly Served

Agility and Speed That Goes Down Easy

Nowadays, beverage retailers are demanding more and
more from their distributors. Not only do they need their
orders to be fresh and intact, but they also require their
deliveries to be on time in order to properly satisfy their
end consumers. In today’s competitive environment,
it is crucial to be able to track the progress of drivers
and merchandisers as well as provide consistency to
customers by committing to delivery times and service
windows. Omnitracs Roadnet Anywhere can help you
manage these demands. With it you can:

Always plan for the unplanned — delivery service
windows could move, quantities may change, or a
customer might cancel an order. As a distributor, you
must be quick and agile to stay competitive. Our
dispatching technology can help you:

•

Gain real-time visibility and answer “Where’s my
truck?” calls in seconds

•

Know immediately when an order has been delivered

•

Adjust routes based on customer-preferred service
windows

•

Reference delivery service histories to predict
customer wants and needs

Creating Well-Balanced Route Plans
Consumer beverage tastes are in a constant state of flux,
making it important to accommodate new orders without
necessarily adding more vehicles and drivers — or the
time it takes to complete each route. Omnitracs gives
you the tools you need to create the most efficient and
accurate routes possible. With them, you can:
•

Create routes that adhere to customer, vehicle, and
business constraints

•

Know the precise impact of each move from the
route scoreboard

•

Check that route plans adhere to commercial road
restrictions

•

Make daily routing fast and easy with route pass
templates

•

Ensure accurate delivery locations by cross
referencing satellite views with an interactive
geocoding feature

•

Account for pre- and post-trip time, breaks, waits,
and layovers

•

Locate your vehicles and drivers in real time

•

Manage last-minute or manual orders with our
powerful ‘suggest route’ algorithm

•

Edit delivery sequences with easy drag and drop
functionality

•

Incorporate pickups into routes in real time

Showcase Easily Consumable Data
Even when we take the time to plan out every last detail,
the plan will fall apart if no one can be held accountable.
By using Roadnet Anywhere Routing and Dispatching,
you can compare the plan to what really happened on
the road. With our reporting capabilities, you can:
•

Identify trouble delivery spots and driver variances
with actual vs. planned reporting

•

Coach drivers that run extra miles and make
unplanned stops — using real data

•

Monitor undesirable driver behavior such as
speeding, stopping too long, or being out of contact
with the office

Omnitracs’ powerful routing + dispatching
solutions can help your fleet be more efficient,
profitable, and customer-centric. Learn more at
www.omnitracs.com/solutions/planning-delivery.
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Route Editing: Editing routes is made easy by quickly moving stops between
routes using maps or list views

a

a

Route Scoreboard: Don’t make expensive manual moves — know exactly what
the impact of each move is via the Route Scoreboard

a

a

Route Template: Quickly create route templates to make daily routing fast and
easy using visual tools

a

a

View & Print: Users can view and print all windows, including stop lists and
routes

a

a

Multiple Routing Options: Routing can be fully dynamic, static, or a combination
of both to meet your business needs

a

a

Business Constraints: Factor in preferred route times, equipment capacity, and
number of stops all while adhering to preferred service windows

a

a

Breaks Management: Automatically adding pre- and post-trip time, breaks,
waits, and layovers creates accurate route plans during the routing process

a

a

Manage Pickups & Deliveries: Pickups can be fully integrated into routes,
making sure that your daily plan is accurate

a

a

Suggest Route: Late or manual orders are no problem with the powerful
‘suggest route’ algorithm, which finds the best route

a

a

Multiple Map Views: See what’s going on just like you were there through
multiple map views that include satellite, hybrid, and street views

a

a

Road Restrictions: Directions and plans are accurate when created because they
adhere to commercial road restrictions

a

a

Geocoding Locations: Ensure accurate delivery locations by cross referencing
satellite views with an interactive geocoding feature

a

a

Customer Segmentation: Segment customers for better problem solving

a

a

Product Offering and Related Features
Routing

Dispatching
Real-Time Location Info: Answer “Where’s my Truck?” question in seconds with
access to data in real time

a

Driver Directions: Go green and stop overloading drivers with paper: Mobile
applications replace paper manifests and provide driving directions

a

GPS Playback: Coach drivers that run extra miles or make unplanned stops with
real data

a

Actual vs. Planned Reporting: Identify trouble delivery spots and
driver variances

a

Driver Behavior: Identify undesirable driver behavior — speeding, stopping too
long, or being out of contact with the office

a

About Omnitracs, LLC
Omnitracs, LLC is a global pioneer of trucking solutions for all business models. Omnitracs’ more than 1,000 employees deliver
software-as-a-service-based solutions to help more than 12,000 customers manage nearly 1,100,000 assets in more than 70
countries. The company pioneered the use of commercial vehicle telematics thirty years ago and serves today as a powerhouse
of innovative, intuitive technologies. Omnitracs transforms the transportation industry through technology and insight, featuring
best-in-class solutions for compliance, safety and security, productivity, telematics and tracking, transportation management
(TMS), planning and delivery, data and analytics, and professional services.
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